Abstract. In this paper, the RBF (Radial basis Function) neural network forecasting model is constructed for the mine cable life prediction problem. As the mine cable is in line with the characteristics of accelerated life test, the temperature and the dielectric dissipation factor are chosen as the model input. In order to obtain the enough sample data and to construct the detecting sample possibly, using the linear interpolation generates a large amount of simulation data as the training target vector, RBF neural network is established accessibly for life prediction. Then life prediction value and design life was verified and the result confirms that the RBF neural network model can reflect the relationship between the dielectric dissipation factor and residual life under a certain humidity and different levels of temperature. The residual life prediction of cable insulation can protect the safety of underground power supply.
Introduction
The XLPE cable insulation for mining will be impacted on the electrical, thermal, mechanical, humidity with the cable put into operation. Under that situation, the aging phenomenon occurs in the insulation layer of mine cable, the influence of temperature, humidity most obvious [1, 2] . Due to the special environment of coal mine, the mine cable requires to supply uninterrupted power to ensure the normal operation of the underground personnel safety, mechanical and electrical equipment. As the transmission cable in underground coal mine which operation status and life condition is close contact to the other underground equipment, so the reliability of mine cable is particularly important. The prediction by using mathematical statistics method and model method. The model method is the general model method of Cable life prediction and the thermal stress is the main factor of the cable life estimation. The literature [3] refers to the use of dielectric loss factor as a criteria to estimate the remaining life of the cable. The paper points out the relationship between the insulation strength and loss factor is fuzzy and establishes a remaining life equation about the  tan .The literature [4] points out  tan is an important indicator of quality of insulation, so measurement of  tan is a sensitive and effective method for insulation condition of electrical equipment and cable, especially in damp, distribution of aging defects. The  tan value is related closely the insulating materials which is made the measured cable. If  tan is greater than 5%, it represents that the cable has obvious aging or failure and the cable should be timely repair or replacement [5] . Therefore, taking % 5 tan   as the criterion cable life end point.
The RBF neural network using radial basis function as the "base" of the hidden units constitutes the hidden layer space, so that input vector can be directly mapped to the hidden space. When the center point of RBF is determined, the mapping relation can be defined. The RBF neural network is expected to as a mathematics model completing mapping from the life influence factors to the remaining life time.
RBF Neural Network Model
In 1985, Powell proposed a radial basis function(Radial-Basis Function RBF) which is used to the multivariable interpolation methods. In 1988, Moody and Darken raised a structure of neural network, RBF neural network, it can approximate any continuous function with arbitrary precision [6] . The basic idea of RBF neural network is that the use of hidden layer exchanges the input vector which made the input data under the low dimensional mode are mapped to a high dimensional space by the "base". Through the above process, the linear unseparable problem in the low dimensional space will become the linear separable in high dimensional space [7] . The RBF network consists of two layers of neurons, the first layer is the hidden layer consisting of S1 radial basis neurons, the second layer is the output layer composed of S2 neurons. The RBF neural network architecture is shown in Figure 1 . A training set,
is any training sample of X , the corresponding to actual output is
is the desired output. When the network input sample X k , actual output of the network output neurons for j
When the base function is the Gauss function, it can be represented as follows:
RBF neural network learning algorithm needs to solve 3 parameters: the center of the basis function, the variance and the weight of the hidden layer to the output layer.
RBF neural network learning algorithm specific steps are as follows [8] .
(1) the network initialization. I samples were randomly selected as the initial center
2) the input training set grouped by the rule of nearest neighbor. For random input training samples X k from finds which is the nearest center, which makes  
In the formula,   n ti is the first n iteration is the basis function the i center. (3) readjust the cluster center 
The calculation, I is the number of hidden units, dmax the maximum distance between the selected centers.
(5) the calculation between the hidden layer and the output layer weights wij .
The connection weights can be calculated directly by the least square method, and the formula is as follows:
Accelerated Life Test of Cable
The accelerated life test of cable keeps the same failure mechanism to shorten the test cycle by increasing test stress, improve the efficiency of the test. That makes the assessment of cable life rapid possibly [9] .The test cable type is MYJV22 8.7/15kV 3 50mm mining three core XLPE (Cross Linked Polyethylene) cable.
The conductor temperature and insulating material characteristics will be considered when choose the test, finally fix from 150℃ to 110℃, every 10℃ as a step, totally five test temperature, relative humidity is 95%, the dielectric loss factor is equal to 5% as the life end point [10] .
Cable Prediction Life of RBF Neural Network
The input proper vector set is the temperature and the dielectric loss factor, output proper vector is aging time. After the linear interpolation data for the 150 groups, the related data can be divided into two parts, 120 groups of which were used for training the RBF neural network to build the 30 groups as test group were predicted. Results such as data validation as shown in Table 1 . Verify that the real value of the aging time of the data set is compared with the predicted value of RBF, as shown in Figure 2 . From table 1 and figure 2, the relative error between the true and predicted values of the validation group is less than 2%, and the correlation coefficient is R2=0.9989. The analysis results show that the performance of the model is better.
In the test sample, when the mean square error of aging time is less than 25, the model prediction results are accepted consistent with the actual situation. The data of the 120 groups through iteration obtains the expansion coefficient of spread=24 is adaptive for the RBF neural network. Then under 90℃ and 95%RH, life prediction value is 260971h, that is life expectancy is 29.79a. And the design life of this cable type is for 30 years. The results show that the RBF neural network is established to predict the life of mine cable effectively. The mean square error map after training as shown in Figure  3 . From Figure 3 , the mean square error decreases with the increase of the neuron gradually in the RBF neural network. The training objectives is achieved when the neurons in the network is increased to seventeenth, the mean square error of the RBF neural network is 24.3831.
Summary
This paper uses the RBF neural network generalization to predict the mine cable life, considering the temperature and the environmental humidity on the coal mine cable, using of dielectric loss factor as a criterion for mine cable life end point. Through the error analysis and the correlation coefficient shows that RBF neural network established can effectively predict the life of the cable, and the effect of temperature on mine cable is large.
